Reliability of change in lumbar MRI findings
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Purpose

- Little reliability data exist regarding change in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) findings over time.
- In daily clinical practice direct comparison of new and old images is usually the preferred method to rate change in MRI findings.
- To our knowledge, only one study (of Modic changes) has examined the reliability of change in lumbar spine MRI findings over time [1]. Based on their finding of moderate reliability by direct comparison of images, the authors of that study recommended non-comparison when studying the course of Modic changes, i.e. independent evaluation of the two sets of images.
- Our aim was to evaluate the reliability of change in lumbar MRI findings both by non-comparison and by direct comparison of images.

Methods and Materials

Patients and images

- We included 126 (of 173) chronic low back pain patients (mean age 41.6 years; 61 men, 65 women) who were randomized to disc prosthesis surgery or non-surgical treatment [2] and had both pre-treatment and a 2-year follow-up lumbar spine MRI available.
- MRI was obtained at different trial sites using different protocols and typically included 1.5 T sagittal T1- and T2-weighted images and (mostly T2-weighted) axial images of L3/L4, L4/L5 and L5/S1.

Image evaluation

- At L3/L4, L4/L5 and L5/S1, two experienced radiologists independently evaluated progress (included new findings) and regress of MRI findings from pre-treatment to the 2-year follow-up, both by non-comparison and by direct comparison of images.
- Rating of Modic changes [1,3-5], posterior high intensity zone (HIZ) in the disc [6,7], nucleus pulposus signal [8], disc height reduction evaluated subjectively [9-11], measured disc height decrease [12], disc contour [5] and facet arthropathy (FA) [13] was based on existing rating criteria and published illustrations from the Spine Pain Outcomes Research Trial [7].

Statistical analysis
• Prevalence- and bias-adjusted kappa (PABAK) for interobserver agreement was calculated for progress and regress of each MRI finding at each disc level.
• The impact of image evaluation method on PABAK was assessed using generalized estimating equations.

Results

• Both observers evaluated FA at all levels, and other findings at 125-126 L3/L4 levels, 87-88 of 89 non-operated L4/L5 levels and 72-73 of 74 non-operated L5/S1 levels, depending on the finding. Missing data in one to two cases were due to artifacts from an adjacent disc prosthesis or disagreement on level due to transitional vertebrae.
• By comparison of images interobserver agreement was good on progress and regress (PABAK 0.63-1.00) for Modic changes, posterior HIZ, disc height, and disc contour at L3-S1 and for nucleus pulposus signal and FA at L3/L4; and moderate (PABAK 0.46-0.59) on decreasing nucleus signal and increasing FA at L4-S1.
• PABAK values were significantly higher by direct comparison of new and old images than by non-comparison (p<0.001).
• Fig. 1 on page 3, Fig. 2 on page 4 and Fig. 3 on page 5 illustrate agreements and disagreements.

Images for this section:
Fig. 1: Pre-treatment (a#d) and 2-year follow-up (e#h) MRI of one patient. T2-weighted images (b#d, f#h) are shown in the order of patient's left to right, T1-weighted images in a and e corresponding to T2-weighted images in b and f, respectively. At L4/L5, two observers A and B agreed on conversion of Modic changes superior to disc from primary type I (a#d; arrowhead) to primary type II (e#h) and on unchanged grey nucleus pulposus signal on T2-weighted images (d, h). A and B agreed on an unchanged rating by comparison of images for posterior HIZ at L4/L5 (unchanged no HIZ and unchanged HIZ), but disagreed by non-comparison (unchanged no HIZ, progress from no HIZ to HIZ) (b#d, f#h). At L5/S1, A and B agreed on progress from no HIZ (c, d) to HIZ (g, h)
**Fig. 2:** Pre-treatment (a#d) and 2-year follow-up (e#h) MRI of one patient treated with disc prosthesis in L5/S1; sagittal T2-weighted images (a, e), axial proton density-weighted images at L4/L5 (b, c) and L5/S1 (d), and corresponding axial T2-weighted follow-up images at L4/L5 (f, g) and L5/S1 (h). Image planes shown in b#d and f#h are marked on a and e (broken lines). At L4/L5, two observers A and B agreed on unchanged normal disc contour (b#c, f#g) and stable disc height (unchanged slight reduction and unchanged no reduction) (a, e). At L4/L5, A and B agreed on unchanged nucleus pulposus signal (a, e) by comparison of images (unchanged grey, unchanged bright), but disagreed by non-comparison (progress from bright to grey, regress from grey to bright). By comparison, A and B agreed on FA at L4/L5 (unchanged slight FA, unchanged no FA) (b#c, f#g), and on unchanged no FA at L5/S1 (d, h). By non-comparison, A and B disagreed on FA both at L4/L5 (regress from moderate to slight FA, unchanged no FA) and at L5/S1 (regress from slight to no FA, unchanged no FA)
Fig. 3: Fig 3 T1- (a, c) and T2-weighted (b,d) MRI pre-treatment (a,b) and at 2-year follow-up (c, d) in one patient treated with disc prosthesis in L5/S1. Adjacent level degeneration is an important issue in patients treated with disc prosthesis or fusion surgery. In this patient readers A and B agreed on no adjacent level degeneration at 2-year follow-up (unchanged no Modic or disc findings at L4/L5).
Conclusion

- For changes in lumbar MRI findings over time, direct comparison of new and old images can provide moderate or good interobserver agreement, and better agreement than non-comparison.

- The present results support the clinical practice of comparing images to assess change.

- Further studies are needed to confirm our findings and to assess the clinical relevance of change in lumbar MRI findings over time.
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